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Imagine a world where
painting, crafts, pottery
painting, slime making, and
even wizard-themed festivities
come alive to spark joy and
imagination in young minds.

With over 8 years of expertise
in crafting memorable events,
we're the go-to for parties
that blend artistic creativity
with boundless fun, perfectly
tailored for children.

Our offerings are thoughtfully
priced and diverse, ensuring a
wide range of fun activities
that cater to every child's
interests. This variety
guarantees a magical time for
all attendees. Whether you
prefer the convenience of
having the party at your place
or at one of our venues, our
flexible approach aims to
make your event planning a
breeze, prioritising ease and
enjoyment for both you and
your guests.

WHY CHOOSE
US?
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Step into a vibrant world of artistic
adventure with our kids' art parties,
where every canvas is a gateway to
creativity and joy. 

We set the stage for a painting
journey by pre-drawing canvases,
allowing children to dive straight into
the excitement of painting without any
stress. This thoughtful approach
ensures that each young artist can
fully engage in the joy of creativity
from the moment they pick up their
brush.

Over a lively session last up to two
hours. We provide comprehensive
guidance, making sure every child
feels supported and confident in their
artistic exploration. This nurturing
environment is perfect for all, from
those who are making their first mark
to budding young Picassos, ensuring
everyone leaves with a piece of art
they're proud to call their own.

The ‘EARTH’ without art is
just ‘EH’

PAINTING



CRAFT PARTY
Unleash a world of imagination
with our craft parties for kids,
where every session is a hands-
on adventure into creativity!
Tailored to fit perfectly into a 1-
2 hour slot, these craft parties
are customised to match the
theme and age group of your
young guests, guaranteeing a
delightfully creative time for
everyone involved.

After a personal consultation
with you, we craft a session
that's just right for your party.
Whether you're looking for a
variety of quick and fun crafts to
keep little hands busy or prefer
to dive deep into a more focused
project like making magical
unicorn dream catchers, we've
got you covered. 

This approach ensures that each
child gets to explore their
creativity in a way that's
engaging, age-appropriate, and,
most importantly, a whole lot of
fun.

Every child is an artist
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Dive into the gooey, squishy world of
our slime parties, where kids get
hands-on to create their very own
slime creations! In a fun-filled session,
we feature three different types of
slime: the sweet-smelling Scented
Slime, the stretchy and satisfying
Classic Slime, and the fluffy, cloud-
like Puffy Slime. 

Each child gets to mix, customize, and
take home their unique slime
concoctions, making for an
unforgettable party experience that's
as educational as it is entertaining. 

Perfect for slime enthusiasts and
creative kids alike, our slime parties
promise a sticky, sparkly good time
that's sure to be the talk of the
playground.

Those who do not think
outside the box are easily
contained

SLIME



POTTERY PAINTING
Step into the world of pottery
painting, where imagination
meets creation! Our pottery
painting parties offer a wide
selection of pottery pieces that
cater to every budget, ensuring
that every child finds something
they love to decorate. The
highlight? Kids can take their
artistic masterpieces home the
same day! Instead of waiting for
kiln firing, their creations will be
coated with a water-based
varnish, giving them a gorgeous
sheen and making them ready to
display in no time.

Looking for a twist on traditional
pottery painting? Dive into the
fun of foam clay! This innovative
and exciting material adds a
whole new dimension to
creativity.

Foam clay sticks directly to the
pottery, allowing kids to explore
a fresh way to decorate their
pieces. Plus, they can sculpt with
it, too. It's not just about
painting; it's about bringing their
wildest ideas to life. And the best
part? Foam clay air dries, so
their unique sculptures and
decorated pottery are ready to
admire quickly. Join us for a
pottery painting party where
creativity knows no bounds, and
every child leaves with a treasure
they're proud of.

Every child is an artist
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Step into a world of enchantment with our
magical, wizard-themed parties, where
young sorcerers and sorceresses gather
to conjure up potions, create mystical
slimes, and decorate their very own
wands. As they don their capes, provided
for an immersive experience, each child is
transported to a realm of imagination and
magic.

Our potion-making session is a bubbling
cauldron of fun, blending science and
fantasy to delight curious minds. The
slime workshop adds a gooey twist to the
magic, allowing kids to craft their own
spellbinding concoctions. The highlight
for many is personalising their wands,
turning a simple stick into a powerful tool
for wizardry.

To make the party even more special, we
offer the option to add on cuddly owls,
children complete tasks to free the owls
for each guest to take home. This feature
has made our wizard-themed parties a
hit, combining the thrill of magic with the
joy of creativity.

Perfect for any young fan of magic and
mystery, our wizard parties promise an
unforgettable adventure into a world
where imagination runs wild, making it
one of our most sought-after themes.

WIZARD



TEENS
Step into a world where creativity
meets sustainability with our
unique upcycling sessions for
teens. 

Perfect for the fashion-forward
and environmentally conscious,
these workshops offer a fantastic
way to breathe new life into
denim jackets, bags, and more.
Armed with paint and a plethora
of creative ideas, teens are
guided through the process of
customising their clothing,
transforming everyday items into
personalised works of art. It's
not just about making a style
statement; it's about expressing
individuality and learning the
value of upcycling. Beyond
painting, teens can also dive into
our pottery and traditional
painting sessions, catering to a
wide range of interests. 

This is a chance to unleash their
creativity, make new friends, and
walk away with something truly
unique. Join us for an upcycling
adventure and watch your teen
transform the ordinary into the
extraordinary.

Creativity is seeing what everyone
else has seen, and thinking what
no one else has thought
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SUPER ADD ON’S
Fancy going a bit further with
your special event? Our array of
add-ons allows you to tailor the
event to perfection, ensuring
your private party is nothing
short of spectacular.

Sometimes it’s not just about the
art and laughs; it's also about the
food! We serve up some
seriously tasty dishes, all locally
sourced and whipped up right
here in Sudbury, Suffolk through
our collaboration Painters at the
Angel.

The menu is packed with
delicious options that cater to
everyone – vegan, vegetarian,
gluten-free, you name it. We
want everyone to dig in and
enjoy, without worrying about
their dietary needs.

And the best part? This shinning
experience starts at just £15 per
person and they love to get
creative with their food for kids!

We don’t add anything on to the
cost of food, so you get the same
excellent value as you would
going direct, maybe even a
smidge cheaper.  

Nothing brings people
together like good
food
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Elevate your party experience with our
customisable party bags, the perfect
takeaway for any creative celebration!
Tailored to capture the imagination and
extend the fun beyond the party, each bag
can feature a mini art project, craft
project, pottery piece, or even an at-
home potion-making kit. 

These carefully curated party favours are
designed not just as mementos but as an
invitation for each guest to continue
exploring their creativity at home.

Whether it’s painting, crafting, moulding
or painting pottery, or concocting magical
potions, there’s something to spark joy
and inspiration in every child. 

Our party bags are a thoughtful addition
to any event, ensuring the adventure
doesn’t stop when the party ends. Give
your guests the gift of continued creativity
and watch the memories of your special
day live on through their artistic
creations.

PARTY BAGS



ART PARTY PACKAGES

Painting Painting

Your venue

1 hour session
£17pp

2 hour session
£20pp

Minimum of 4  

Full  terms and conditions on the booking form. 
Prices are exclusive of food and are subject to

venue choice

Held at one of
our venues

1 hour session
£20pp

2 hour session
£24pp

Minimum of 8

From £17pp From £20pp

07468522463 info@sunflowerartistry.co.uk



CRAFT PARTY PACKAGES

Your venue

1 hour session
£15pp

2 hour session
£18pp

Minimum of 4  

Full  terms and conditions on the booking form. 
Prices are exclusive of food and are subject to

venue choice

Held at one of
our venues

1 hour session
£20pp

2 hour session
£24pp

Minimum of 8

From £15pp From £20pp

07468522463 info@sunflowerartistry.co.uk



SLIME PARTY PACKAGES

Your venue

90 minute session
£15pp

Minimum of 4  

Full  terms and conditions on the booking form. 
Prices are exclusive of food and are subject to

venue choice

Held at one of
our venues

90 minute
session
£22pp

Minimum of 8

07468522463 info@sunflowerartistry.co.uk



POTTERY PARTY PACKAGES

Your venue

Dependant on
item chosen

Minimum of 4  

Full  terms and conditions on the booking form. 
Prices are exclusive of food and are subject to

venue choice

Held at one of
our venues

Dependant on
item chosen

Minimum of 8

From £15pp From £20pp

07468522463 info@sunflowerartistry.co.uk



WIZARD PARTY PACKAGES

Your venue

2 hour session

Minimum of 4  

Full  terms and conditions on the booking form. 
Prices are exclusive of food and are subject to

venue choice

Held at one of
our venues

2 hour session

Minimum of 8

From £20pp From £25pp

07468522463 info@sunflowerartistry.co.uk



DIY AND CUSTOM OPTIONS

Bring the party to your doorstep with our DIY Party Options!
Designed for those who love to take the reins, our parties can

now be delivered in a box, allowing you to host a fantastic
celebration right from the comfort of your home. 

This convenient option not only saves you money on having us
onsite but also gives you the flexibility to celebrate on your
own terms. Inside each box, you'll find everything needed to

create an unforgettable experience, whether it's for a
painting, crafting, pottery, or potion-making party. Perfect for

the hands-on host, our DIY party boxes are packed with fun
and easy-to-follow instructions, ensuring a stress-free setup. 

For those looking for a unique twist or a tailor-made
celebration, we're just a call or click away to discuss custom

party options. Dive into the joy of DIY and make your next
event uniquely memorable with our at-home party solutions!

07468522463 info@sunflowerartistry.co.uk


